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God of War: Lore and Legends
How uncertainty in games--from Super Mario Bros. to Rock/Paper/Scissors--engages players and shapes
play experiences. In life, uncertainty surrounds us. Things that we thought were good for us turn out to be
bad for us (and vice versa); people we thought we knew well behave in mysterious ways; the stock market
takes a nosedive. Thanks to an inexplicable optimism, most of the time we are fairly cheerful about it all. But
we do devote much effort to managing and ameliorating uncertainty. Is it any wonder, then, asks Greg
Costikyan, that we have taken this aspect of our lives and transformed it culturally, making a series of
elaborate constructs that subject us to uncertainty but in a fictive and nonthreatening way? That is: we create
games. In this concise and entertaining book, Costikyan, an award-winning game designer, argues that games
require uncertainty to hold our interest, and that the struggle to master uncertainty is central to their appeal.
Game designers, he suggests, can harness the idea of uncertainty to guide their work. Costikyan explores the
many sources of uncertainty in many sorts of games--from Super Mario Bros. to Rock/Paper/Scissors, from
Monopoly to CityVille, from FPS Deathmatch play to Chess. He describes types of uncertainty, including
performative uncertainty, analytic complexity, and narrative anticipation. And he suggest ways that game
designers who want to craft novel game experiences can use an understanding of game uncertainty in its
many forms to improve their designs.

Usagi Yojimbo- 35 Years of Covers
Apex Legends: Ultimate Champion's Guide contains everything players need to dominate in Apex Legends.
Apex Legends is the hottest new battle royale video game, and the Ultimate Champion's Guide contains
everything that players need to dominate. With sections ranging from mastering the game’s basics to tips
for more advanced players, this is the perfect book for any Apex competitor. It includes detailed profiles of
the legends and their unique abilities, advanced combat tips, and survival strategies that will give players the
edge in a close-fought battle. This fully illustrated, comprehensive guide is essential for all players who want
to lead their squad to victory.

The Shipping Forecast Puzzle Book
"Step into the role of Tsushima Island's last samurai through a vivid showcase of historic detail in a vast and
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exotic locale, featuring elegant illustrations of dynamic characters, spirited landscapes, and diagrams of
Samurai sword-fighting techniques. Inspired by traditional Japanese art, this gorgeously designed art book
showcases every historic, vivid detail of Ghost of Tsushima!"--

The World of Cyberpunk 2077
The Penguin Book of Card Games is the authoritative up-to-date compendium, describing an abundance of
games to be played both for fun and by serious players. Auctions, trumpless hands, cross-ruffing and
lurching: card players have a language all of their own. From games of high skill (Bridge) to games of high
chance (Newmarket) to trick-taking (Whist) and banking (Pontoon), David Parlett, seasoned specialist in
card games, takes us masterfully through the countless games to choose from. Not content to merely show us
games with the conventional fifty-two card pack, Parlett covers many games played with other types of cards
- are you brave enough to play with Tarot? With a 'working description' of each game, with the rules,
variations and origins of each, as well as an appendix of games invented by the author himself, The Penguin
Book of Card Games will delight, entertain and inform both the novice and the seasoned player.

They Turned the World Upside Down
An insightful, captivatingly designed, full-color book that transports readers to the futuristic megalopolis of
Night City--the epicenter of the vibrant new action-RPG from CD Projekt Red. Step into the year 2077, a
world dotted with dystopian metropoles where violence, oppression, and cyberware implants aren't just
common--they're necessary tools to get ahead. Delve into incisive lore to discover how the economic decline
of the United States created a crippling dependence on devious corporations and birthed the Free State of
California. Explore the various districts, gangs, and history of Night City. Learn all there is to know about the
technology of tomorrow and research the cybernetics, weapons, and vehicles of Cyberpunk 2077. Dark
Horse Books and CD Projekt Red present The World of Cyberpunk 2077--an extensive examination of the
rich lore of Cyberpunk 2077. This intricately assembled tome contains everything you need to know about
the history, characters, and world of the long-awaited follow-up from the creators of The Witcher video
game series.

The Pathfinder
COVER NOT FINAL, SUBJECT TO CHANGE This full-color hardcover artbook showcases the third and
fourth seasons of the animated science-fiction adventures of everyone's favorite alcoholic scientist and his
grandson! Rick and Morty are back, baby! They never even left! Reruns, dog! Streaming! Anyway, grab your
portal gun and get back to exploring the creation of this beloved TV series with its comical characters and
their interdimensional counterparts, wack-a-doo aliens, and far-out locations. This full-color hardcover
artbook showcases the interstellar art of the third and fourth seasons of your favorite animated sci-fi
adventure. Dark Horse Books and Adult Swim offer another peek beneath the creators' curtain with The Art
of Rick and Morty Volume 2. More concept art! More creator commentary! More stuff!

The English Wife: The international best selling, sweeping and emotional historical romance
novel
Angry Birds: The Art of The Angry Birds Movie takes you on a whirlwind tour of one of the most
anticipated movies of 2016. With a vivid palette and larger-than-life characters, you'll see Red, Chuck, Bomb,
Matilda, King Mudbeard, Terrance, Mighty Eagle, and the rest of the Angry Birds cast like never before.
From the lush and vibrant Bird Village to the top of Eagle Mountain to the insanely industrial Piggy Island,
this volume brings a host of witty and whimsical worlds to life. Peek behind the scenes to learn how the
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creators turned simple video-game sprites into fully-realized CGI movie stars. You won't want to miss out
on Angry Birds: The Art of The Angry Birds Movie!

The Frigates of EVE Online
Award-winning translator and author David Bowles brings together twenty-five darkly memorable stories of
the southern borderlands of Texas, retold in his unique voice. Ranging from the age-old folktales heard at his
grandmother's knee to urban legends collected down the years, each of these narratives is brought to
stunning visual life by artist Jose Melendez. An appendix classifies the pieces and enumerates motifs."

Combat Strategies for Apex Legends Players
A no-holds-barred biography of New York Governor Andrew Cuomo. Andrew Cuomo is the protagonist
of an ongoing political saga that reads like a novel. In many ways, his rise, fall, and rise again is an iconic story:
a young American politician of vaunting ambition, aiming for nothing less than the presidency. Building on
his father's political success, a first run for governor in 2002 led to a stinging defeat, and a painful, public
divorce from Kerry Kennedy, scion of another political dynasty, Cuomo had to come back from seeming
political death and reinvent himself. He did so, brilliantly, by becoming New York's attorney general, and
compiling a record that focused on public corruption. In winning the governorship in 2010, he promised to
clean up America's most corrupt legislature. He is blunt and combative, the antithesis of the glad-handing,
blow-dried senator or governor who tries to please one and all. He's also proven he can make his legislature
work, alternately charming and arm-twisting his colleagues with a talent for political strategy reminiscent of
President Lyndon Johnson. Political pundits tend to agree that for Cuomo, a run for the White House is not
a question of whether, but when.

The Art of Super Mario Odyssey
A full-color digital art book containing concept art and commentary from the development of DOOM
Eternal, the next entry in the iconic first-person shooter series. The newest chapter in the quintessential game
franchise from id Software is here. Witness DOOM Eternal! This epic volume explores the art and
development of the hotly anticipated sequel to the 2016 Game Award-winner for Best Action Game! Explore
the twisted demonic invasion of Earth, the cultist UAC facilities, and plunge into otherworldly and unknown
locations new to the DOOM universe. Admire the dangerous glimmering edges of the Slayer's arsenal and
armor. Examine the ancient designs and breeds of Hell's soldiers and lords--all in gloriously designed full
color images straight from the files of the game's artists themselves! Dark Horse Books and id Software join
forces to present The Art of DOOM Eternal, encompassing every detail you've come to love from DOOM!

World of Warcraft Chronicle
"The Art of Titanfall 2" is the ultimate guide to the development of Respawn Entertainment s fast-paced,
visually stunning first-person shooter. Featuring an exclusive array of highly stylised concept art, sketches, 3D
renders, maquette modelling, and commentary from key Respawn Entertainment team members, this is a
must-have for any fan of the dynamic and destructive world of "Titanfall""

The Art of Titanfall 2
A literary novel set on the coast of Maine during the 1960s, tracing the life of a family and its matriarch as they
negotiate sharing a home. Eleanor Morse's Margreete’s Harbor begins with a fire: a fiercely-independent,
thrice-widowed woman living on her own in a rambling house near the Maine coast forgets a hot pan on the
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stovetop, and nearly burns her place down. When Margreete Bright calls her daughter Liddie to confess,
Liddie realizes that her mother can no longer live alone. She, her husband Harry, and their children Eva and
Bernie move from a settled life in Michigan across the country to Margreete’s isolated home, and begin a
new life. Margreete’s Harbor tells the story of ten years in the history of a family: a novel of small moments,
intimate betrayals, arrivals and disappearances that coincide with America during the late 1950s through the
turbulent 1960s. Liddie, a professional cellist, struggles to find space for her music in a marriage that
increasingly confines her; Harry’s critical approach to the growing war in Vietnam endangers his new
position as a high school history teacher; Bernie and Eva begin to find their own identities as young adults;
and Margreete slowly descends into a private world of memories, even as she comes to find a larger purpose
in them. This beautiful novel—attuned to the seasons of nature, the internal dynamics of a family, and a
nation torn by its contradicting ideals—reveals the largest meanings in the smallest and most secret moments
of life. Readers of Elizabeth Strout, Alice Munro, and Anne Tyler will find themselves at home in
Margreete’s Harbor.

Octopath Traveler: The Complete Guide
Aaron Ehasz won a Peabody Award for his work as head writer and co-executive producer of Avatar: the
Last Airbender, and was part of the Emmy-award winning writing team of Futurama. Most recently, he was
creative director at Riot Games where he worked on League of Legends as well as projects in development.
He earned his MBA at Stanford, and undergrad degree from Harvard. Justin Richmond was a Research and
Development Producer leading the team creating one of Riot Games' next big projects. Before that, Justin
was the Game Director on the Uncharted franchise at Naughty Dog. Uncharted is one of Sony's most iconic
and beloved game franchises with over 25 million units sold as well as 13 DICE Awards and 4 BAFTA's. His
Game Direction work on Uncharted 3 earned him a nomination for the DICE Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Game Direction. Justin has a B.S. in Film from Boston University and a degree in 3D
Animation from Vancouver Film School.

The Aesthetic of Play
The Tell-All, Essential Guide for the Hottest Game of 2019! Combat Strategies for Apex Legends Players is a
full-color, information-packed strategy guide designed to quickly get newbs (beginners) acquainted with the
many intricacies of the game, while teaching more advanced and proven exploration, survival, and combat
strategies to experienced gamers looking to improve their kill-rate, familiarity with weapons, and survival
skills. Combat Strategies for Apex Legends Players offers an easy-to-read format that showcases hundreds of
full-color screenshots from the PC, Xbox One, and PS4 versions of the game to help you master EA’s Apex
Legends and get the most out of your gameplay experience. Each section of this vital handbook focuses on
one important element or aspect of the game, allowing you to make intelligent decisions when: Choosing
your Legend Building an arsenal Working with squad mates Exploring Kings Canyon, Fighting and
consistently winning matches And more! Get the scoop early and beat the competition for Apex Legends
with the indispensable knowledge you gain from Combat Strategies for Apex Legends Players!

Apex Legends: Pathfinder's Quest (Lore Book)
Cook up more than ninety recipes inspired by the heroes of Blizzard Entertainment’s hit game with
Overwatch: The Official Cookbook. Based on Blizzard Entertainment’s global phenomenon Overwatch,
this official cookbook is packed with scores of authentic recipes inspired by the game’s diverse heroes
hailing from all corners of the universe. Building from the game’s compelling narrative and variety of
characters, this cookbook features international food and drink recipes from each hero’s homeland. Each
recipe includes straightforward step-by-step instructions, mouthwatering full-color photos, pairing
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suggestions, and more. Overwatch: The Official Cookbook is the ultimate compendium of Overwatch
delicacies and is sure to satisfy even the hungriest gamer with fun and delicious recipes.

The Art of DOOM: Eternal
DO YOU JUMP OUT OF BED EVERY MORNING AND RUSH TO A JOB YOU LOVE? Or is the work
you once enjoyed now just a way to pay the bills? Perhaps you're even doubting your career choice
altogether. Let The Pathfinder guide you to a more engaging, fulfilling work life. Based on breakthrough
techniques developed by Rockport Institute, an innovative and award-winning career-counseling network
that has changed the lives of over 10,000 people, The Pathfinder offers invaluable advice and more than 100
self-tests and diagnostic tools that will help you choose an entirely new career -- or view a current job from a
new, more positive perspective. You'll learn: * How to design your new career direction step by step so that it
fits your talents, personality, needs, goals, values, and is, at the same time, practical and attainable * How to
deal successfully with the "yeah but" voices in your head that keep you going back to the same old ill-fitting
job, day after day * How to land the perfect job in your new field, plus tips on writing a really exceptional
résumé, personal marketing, and networking (even for those who hate to network) Whether you're a
seasoned professional in search of a career change or a beginner just entering the working world, you want to
make the right choices from the beginning. No matter where you are in your journey, if you want work to be
more of a dance than a drag, The Pathfinder will expertly coach you through the process of designing a career
you will love.

The Art of Rick and Morty Volume 2
Honoring the 35th anniversary of Stan Sakai's award-winning series Usagi Yojimbo, this deluxe art collection
includes hundreds of full-page cover pieces illustrated by Stan Sakai! From clashing swords with Lord Hikiji
to standing alongside the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Usagi's lively history is fully represented in this
compendium of Stan's greatest covers.

The Contender
A delightful, erudite, and immersive exploration of the crossword puzzle and its fascinating history by a
brilliant young writer The crossword is a feature of the modern world, inspiring daily devotion and obsession
from not just everyday citizens looking to pass the time but icons of American life, such as Bill Clinton, YoYo Ma, and Martha Stewart. It was invented in 1913, almost by accident, when a newspaper editor at the New
York World was casting around for something to fill some empty column space for that year's Christmas
edition. Practically overnight, it became a roaring commercial success, and ever since then has been an
essential ingredient of any newspaper worth its salt. Indeed, paradoxically, its popularity has never been
greater, even as the world of media and newspapers, its natural habitat, has undergone a perilous digital
transformation. But why, exactly, are its satisfactions so sweet that over the decades has it become a fixture of
breakfast tables, nightstands, and commutes, and even given rise to competitive crossword tournaments?
Blending first-person reporting from the world of crosswords with a delightful telling of its rich literary
history, Adrienne Raphel dives into the secrets of this classic pastime. At the annual American Crossword
Puzzle Tournament, she rubs shoulders with elite solvers of the world, doing her level best to hold her own;
aboard a crossword themed cruise, she picks the brains of the enthusiasts whose idea of a good time is a week
on the high seas with nothing but crosswords to do; and, visiting the home and office of Will Shortz, New
York Times crossword puzzle editor and NPR's official "Puzzlemaster," she goes behind the scenes to see for
herself how the world's gold standard of puzzles is made. Equal parts ingenious and fun, Thinking Inside the
Box is a love letter to the infinite joys and playful possibilities of language, and will be a treat for die-hard
cruciverbalists and first-time solvers alike.
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The Art of the Dragon Prince
From Respawn Entertainment comes a brand-new action adventure game which tells an original Star
Wars(TM) story around a surviving Padawan set shortly after the events of Star Wars(TM): Revenge of the
Sith(TM).

Margreete's Harbor
Did you know that the Pilgrims ate popcorn at the first Thanksgiving? Or that Maine is the toothpick capital
of the world, or that frogs have teeth? Do you want to know what a cockroach’s favorite food is, or how
long it would take to drive to the sun? Amaze your friends and family by telling them that a baby giraffe is six
feet long when it is born, or that tigers have striped skin! From the creators of The Book of Useless
Information, this is an amazing collection of the wildest, oddest, funniest facts about history, science, food,
animals, and more!

The Art of Ghost of Tsushima
The universe of EVE Online is peopled with characters both cunning and cutthroat, but their talents would
mean little without the impressive power of their starships to bring them to bear! Featuring brand new
detailed images of twenty-eight of the most iconic ships in New Eden, this beautifully illustrated guide offers
an unprecedented look into frigates from each faction with intricate cutaways and complex lore. Dark Horse
Books is proud to partner with CCP Games to present The Frigates of EVE Online!

Apex Legends: Ultimate Champion's Guide
Master Square Enix's critically acclaimed RPG Octopath Traveler with this comprehensive guide! Explore
every corner of Orsterra with the help of this complete guide which includes insight and explanation of the
main narrative as well as boss strategies for each of the games' eight protagonists! Dive deeper with detailed
environment maps, subquest information, and beautiful illustrations that fully realize Octopath Traveler's
HD-2D graphics with exclusive explanations and commentary from the development team. Dark Horse
Books and Square Enix present a faithful localization of the original Japanese volume, offered in English for
the first time! Whether you're a first-time player or looking to take your game to one hundred percent
completion, this guide book is not to be missed!

Angry Birds: The Art of the Angry Birds Movie
Walk in the shoes of the disciples, as New York Times bestselling author Charles Martin brings their stories to
life with his storyteller’s perspective. In the first century, believer didn’t just mean someone who heard
and agreed with Jesus; it meant someone who acted on that belief. And when the outside world saw the faith
of these new believers, they declared “they turned the world upside down” (Acts 17:6). That’s the kind
of believer Charles Martin wants us to be. The kind who understands that the truth of Jesus’ life, death, and
resurrection is so powerful, it reshaped history. The kind of believer who lives with that same world-changing
faith today. In his second non-fiction work, he uses his talents as a novelist to walk you through the lives of
the disciples in the aftermath of the Resurrection and as they spread the message of the Gospel and “turn the
world upside down”, leading up to Paul’s ministry in Thessonalica. In his beloved lyrical style, Martin
illuminates key moments from Scripture and shares stories from his own life as a disciple. With the same
depth, sensitivity, and emotion that have made his novels beloved to millions, Martin will helps you engage
with your faith in a new and inspiring way.
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That Was Awkward
Two women, a world apart. A secret waiting to be discovered

The Fourth Child
Filled with dirigibles and floating cities, penny-farthings and pirate ships, curiosities and robots galore,
Steampunk LEGO is an illustrated collection of Victorian-era sci-fi treasures, all built from LEGO. Curated
by award-winning LEGO builder and special effects master Guy Himber, this full-color coffee table book
showcases an eclectic variety of models designed by dozens of the world’s best LEGO artists. Grab your
brass goggles and join fictional explorer Sir Herbert Jobson as he travels the world cataloguing its
technological wonders for Queen Victoria. His entertaining descriptions of an imaginative alternate history
bring these delightful LEGO models to swashbuckling life.

Border Lore Folktales and Legends of South Texas
Blizzard Entertainment and Dark Horse Books are proud to present the third installment of their bestselling
World of Warcraft Chronicle series! Like its predecessors, Volume III features beautiful full-color artwork by
Peter Lee, Emily Chen, Stanton Feng, and other fan-favorite artists, as well as intricately detailed maps and
spot art by Joseph Lacroix. Bolster your knowledge of Warcraftlore with this striking third volume!

Resident Evil 7: Biohazard Document File
The game of Apex Legends will be easy to conquer with this amazing, unofficial handbook! Be the best in the
battle royale with this ultimate guide! The Apex Legends: Independent and Unofficial Ultimate Guide is
packed with top battle tips and all the info gamers need to become a pro! Build the ultimate crew by reading
the profiles on an array of diverse Legends. With awesome, dynamic graphics, and in-game imagery, it's the
perfect gift for Apex Legends fans. Plus, puzzles and activities inside!

Apex Legends: Independent & Unofficial Ultimate Guide
“A beautifully observed and thrillingly honest novel about the dark corners of family life and the long,
complicated search for understanding and grace.” —Jenny Offill, author of Dept. of Speculation and
Weather “The Fourth Child is keen and beautiful and heartbreaking—an exploration of private guilt and
unexpected obligation, of the intimate losses of power embedded in female adolescence, and of the fraught
moments of glancing divinity that come with shouldering the burden of love.” —Jia Tolentino, New York
Times bestselling author of Trick Mirror “A remarkable family saga . . . The Fourth Child is a balm—a
reminder that it is possible for art to provide a nuanced exploration of life itself.” —Rumaan Alam, author
of Leave the World Behind and Rich and Pretty The author of Break in Case of Emergency follows up her
“extraordinary debut” (The Guardian) with a moving novel about motherhood and marriage,
adolescence and bodily autonomy, family and love, religion and sexuality, and the delicate balance between
the purity of faith and the messy reality of life. Book-smart, devoutly Catholic, and painfully unsure of herself,
Jane becomes pregnant in high school; by her early twenties, she is raising three children in the suburbs of
western New York State. In the fall of 1991, as her children are growing older and more independent, Jane is
overcome by a spiritual and intellectual restlessness that leads her to become involved with a local pro-life
group. Following the tenets of her beliefs, she also adopts a little girl from Eastern Europe. But Mirela is a
difficult child. Deprived of a loving caregiver in infancy, she remains unattached to her new parents, no
matter how much love Jane shows her. As Jane becomes consumed with chasing therapies that might help
Mirela, her relationships with her family, especially her older daughter, Lauren, begin to fray. Feeling
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estranged from her mother and unsettled in her new high school, Lauren begins to discover the power of her
own burgeoning creativity and sexuality—a journey that both echoes and departs from her mother’s own
adolescent experiences. But when Lauren is confronted with the limits of her youth and independence, Jane
is thrown into an emotional crisis, forced to reconcile her principles and faith with her determination to keep
her daughters safe. The Fourth Child is a piercing love story and a haunting portrayal of how love can
shatter—or strengthen—our beliefs.

The Penguin Book of Card Games
The hit game is brought to life in a tangible and exciting new way as readers are invited to plumb the lore of
God of War through the eyes of Kratos' son, Atreus. This hardcover volume chronicles Atreus and Kratos'
journey through the fabled Nine Realms, from the Wildwoods of Midgard to the mountains of Jotunheim
and beyond. In addition to the record of their mythic journey, this wonderous collection also includes a
bestiary that was assembled during those travels, intimate dossiers of the characters that inhabit the
masterfully crafted universe, and much more!

The Totally Awesome Book of Useless Information
Follow Ellie's profound and harrowing journey of vengeance through an exhaustive collection of original art
and intimate creator commentary in the full-color hardcover volume: The Art of The Last of Us Part II.
Created in collaboration between Dark Horse Books and the developers at Naughty Dog, The Art of The
Last of Us Part II offers extensive insights into the making of the long-awaited sequel to the award-winning
The Last of Us.

100% Unofficial Apex Legends Essential Guide
Are you looking to get better at Apex Legends? Are you a beginner and want to improve your game? Do you
want to become the best Apex Legends player?Then this book is for you!This book provides a great
introduction to the battle roayle game Apex Legends and it will teach you how to learn and play the game to
get better at it. This book is perfect for beginners who have never played the game, or for gamers who are
familiar with the game but want to improve. You will learn about different strategies and tips for all
characters, weapons and attachments, the map, pinging, and more, including Easter Eggs!I am Ray Mcnulty,
a professional gamer, game tester and writer and I have written the best Apex Legends guide!This book
includes: An extensive introduction to the game and how to play Apex Legends characters - Octane,
Bloodhound, Gibraltar, Lifeline, Pathfinder, Wraith, Bangalore, Caustic, Mirage Apex Legends game settings
for performance Loot guide Apex Legends map (King's Canyon) - loot locations, places to land, the ring
Apex Legends guns and attachments - Assault Rifles, SMGs, Light Machine Guns, Sniper Rifles, Shotguns,
Pistols Loadout guide - best weapon combinations, tips and tricks Apex Legends movement tips Ping guide
and how to communicate with your teammates Healing and reviving allies Apex Legends heirlooms Apex
Legends Easter Eggs And so much more! Are you ready to become the best player in Apex Legends?Scroll
up, hit that buy button!

Uncertainty in Games
Take a globetrotting journey all over the world--and beyond!--with this companion art book to the hit video
game for the Nintendo Switch(TM) system! In October of 2017, Super Mario Odyssey(TM) took the
gaming world by storm. Now, discover the art and expertise that went into creating one of Nintendo's bestloved games! This full-color hardcover volume clocks in at 368 pages and features concept art, preliminary
sketches, and notes from the development team, plus insight into some early ideas that didn't make it into the
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game itself! Explore the world of Super Mario Odyssey from every angle, including screen shots, marketing
material, and more, to fully appreciate this captivating adventure

For Richer, For Poorer
We've all been there. You encounter your former colleague. Your ex-boyfriend's sister. The school classmate
whose name you don't quite remember. Do you shake hands? Do you hug? Do you - horrors - kiss on the
cheek? And then it happens. The awkward hug. That cultural blight we ve all experienced. Emily Flake - keen
observer of human behaviour - codifies the most common awkward hugs that have plagued us all. Filled with
laugh-out-loud anecdotes and illustrations, astute observations, and wise advice, That Was Awkward is a
heart-warming reminder that we're all in this together.

Art and Unpublished Comics of James Stokoe
A game designer considers the experience of play, why games have rules, and the relationship of play and
narrative. The impulse toward play is very ancient, not only pre-cultural but pre-human; zoologists have
identified play behaviors in turtles and in chimpanzees. Games have existed since antiquity; 5,000-year-old
board games have been recovered from Egyptian tombs. And yet we still lack a critical language for thinking
about play. Game designers are better at answering small questions (Why is this battle boring?) than big ones
(What does this game mean?). In this book, the game designer Brian Upton analyzes the experience of
play--how playful activities unfold from moment to moment and how the rules we adopt constrain that
unfolding. Drawing on games that range from Monopoly to Dungeons & Dragons to Guitar Hero, Upton
develops a framework for understanding play, introducing a set of critical tools that can help us analyze
games and game designs and identify ways in which they succeed or fail.

The Art of Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order
The largest and most comprehensive book of James Stokoe's art ever published! Featuring art and neverbefore-published work and comics! This deluxe hardcover artbook showcases the work of inimitable comics
creator James Stokoe, who has drawn some of the most visually meticulous and surreal illustrations in
modern comics, featuring some of his bestselling illustrations from works such as Orc Stain, Aliens: Dead
Orbit, Wonton Soup, well-known cover work, and some of his never-before-published comics.

Overwatch: The Official Cookbook
Attention all Shipping Forecast fans. Set sail on a voyage unlike any other Each day, millions tune in to hear
the Shipping Forecast's unique cadence and poetry, words thatturn our island landscape into something
strangeand magical. It's almost like a puzzle to be solved The Shipping Forecast Puzzle Book tests your
general knowledge and lateral thinking through a series of fiendish puzzles, in which all the answers can be
found on a map as place names on the coasts or in the seas. For example: An eagle's under this What a
Komodo Dragon really is Near where someone was horribly cruel to 343 felines And because your
voyages trace the shapes of letters of the alphabet, that's just the beginning With a foreword by Zeb Soanes,
the voice of the Shipping Forecast, and fully illustrated with specially commissioned maps, The Shipping
Forecast Puzzle Book will help make you a Master of the quizzing world.

The Art of the Last of Us Part II
In September 2006, Victoria Coren won the European Poker Championship, and with it a cool one million
dollars. Overnight, she became one of the world's most famous players. But how did she do it? In For Richer,
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For Poorer, Victoria Coren's long-awaited poker memoir, she answers this question. It is an intensely honest
story of twenty years of obsession, of highs and lows, wins and losses, friendships, power plays, loneliness and
addiction. Coren takes us from the grimy underworld of illegal cash games to the high glamour of Monte
Carlo and Las Vegas, vividly capturing the incredible excitement of a poker match and getting to the heart of
why poker has become the world's most popular card game. It is a razor-sharp, accessible, entertaining, and
intensely gripping story. From the Hardcover edition.

Apex Legends Ultimate Guide: How to Play and Become the Best Player in Apex Legends For Both Beginners and Advanced Players
An in-depth, 152-page art book that ventures into the challenges recorded throughout the production of the
critically acclaimed, fan-adored Resident Evil 7: Biohazard! Relive the terror of Resident Evil 7: Biohazard,
the expertly crafted first-person survival horror game that altered the paradigm of Resident Evil titles. This art
book includes undisclosed concept art and CG visuals closely arranged and coupled with detailed passages of
the development team's progress on the game. Explore interviews, photo albums, a storyboard collection of
in-game event scenes from opening to ending, and more in this succinctly packed chronicle of Resident Evil
7's development. Dark Horse Books and Capcom present Resident Evil 7: Biohazard Document Files, a
perfect companion for fans of Resident Evil, and fully translated to English for the first time!

Steampunk LEGO
Meet the Legends, learn valuable tips, and lead your squad to gaming victory with 100% Unofficial Apex
Legends Essential Guide. Whether you’re a serious player or a total noob, 100% Unofficial Apex Legends
Essential Guide will help you make the most of gameplay, boost your stats, and finish in the top spot. 100%
Unofficial Apex Legends Essential Guide provides everything needed to survive the Apex Games, from
strategic gameplay to scoring hot loot and trying new weapons. Each fully-illustrated chapter dives into
essential areas of the game so you can battle your way to victory. Chapters include: Where and How to Drop,
Meet the Legends, Weapons, Items and Armor, Reviving Your Teammates, Supply Ships and Hot Zones,
Battle Pass, and much more! Which is the most important Legend to have on your team because of their
healing abilities? Do you keep your gear when you respawn? How do you boost jump? Where should you
land to find the most decent weapons and items? Find this critical info and more in the 100% Unofficial Apex
Legends Essential Guide. You'll also learn each of the eight Legend’s strengths and weaknesses, how to best
work together as a team, and even how to stay safe online. Show the world you know what Legends are made
of!

Thinking Inside the Box
This full-color, oversized hardcover art book delves deep into the lore of the tremendously popular
competitive first-person shooter Apex Legends. Explore the world of the hit game through the eyes of the
lovable robot, Pathfinder, as he chronicles his journey throughout the various environs of the Outlands to
interview his fellow Legends--all in the hope of finally locating his mysterious creator. The rich history of
Apex Legends is explained by the characters that helped to shape it, as are their unique bonds of competition
and camaraderie. This volume chronicles the world of Respawn Entertainment's stunning free-to-play game
that has captivated the online gaming scene, attracting over seventy million players and counting. Don't miss
your opportunity to own a piece of Apex Legends history!
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